Abstract-The path following algorithm was proposed recently to approximately solve the matching problems on undirected graph models and exhibited a state-ofthe-art performance on matching accuracy. In this paper, we extend the path following algorithm to the matching problems on directed graph models by proposing a concave relaxation for the problem. Based on the concave and convex relaxations, a series of objective functions are constructed, and the FrankWolfe algorithm is then utilized to minimize them. Several experiments on synthetic and real data witness the validity of the extended path following algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
GRAPH matching plays a central role in many graph-based techniques, such as classification in structural pattern recognition, where patterns are represented by graph models [1] , and identification of pairs of homologous proteins, where proteins of each species are organized by a graph [2] . Given two graphs G D ¼ ðV D ; E D Þ and G M ¼ ðV M ; E M Þ, where V and E, respectively, denote the sets of vertices and edges, matching between them is to find a one-to-one mapping f : V D ! V M such that some fitness function is minimized. The fitness function can be defined in different ways, such as on the edit distance [3] and Frobenius norm of the difference between adjacency matrices [4] . The problem is, in nature, an NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem with factorial complexity, except for some graph models with special structure, of which a typical example is the planar graphs, which have been shown to be of polynomial complexity [5] .
To make the problem computationally tractable, many approximate approaches have been proposed in the last three decades, trying to seek an acceptable tradeoff between the complexity and matching accuracy. The approximate approaches can be categorized from different perspectives, for which an extensive review is referred to [6] , for instance. In this paper, we focus on one group of approximate techniques that works directly on the adjacency matrix of the graphs to be matched and involves a relaxation of the combinatory optimization to be a continuous one [7] , [8] , [4] . With the help of the adjacency matrix, the matching problem can be formulated as identifying a permutation matrix that minimizes some cost function as follows:
where P denotes the set of permutation matrices, A the adjacency matrix, and A P ðMÞ the permuted adjacency matrix of A M by P . To avoid the combinatory nature of the problem, one typical approach is to relax the domain of the problem from P to its convex hull, i.e., the set of doubly stochastic matrices denoted by D. However, optimization of the relaxed problem generally results in a doubly stochastic matrix instead of a permutation one. To finally solve the matching problem, a further step is usually needed to project the doubly stochastic matrix P back to a permutation matrix X. An intuitive approach may resort to solving the following maximal linear assignment problem:
typically with the help of the Hungarian algorithm [9] . Such a hard-cut type of assignment may, however, introduce a significant additional error. By contrast, starting from some appropriate P 2 D, the graduated assignment [8] and PATH following [4] algorithms can converge to a permutation matrix in a smooth way. The graduated assignment algorithm approaches a permutation matrix by increasing a parameter which controls the nonconvexity of the problem, and as the parameter is increased to be large enough, the algorithm finally gets a permutation matrix. On the other hand, a concave relaxation of the original graph-matching problem was introduced by the PATH following algorithm, and by linearly combining the concave and convex relaxations, the PATH following algorithm provides a gradual nonconvexity-like algorithm to minimize the concave relaxation which holds the same minima as the original matching problem. For matching problems on undirected graphs, the PATH following algorithm exhibited an excellent performance on matching accuracy. However, the PATH following algorithm cannot be used to solve the matching problem on directed graph models since the concave relaxation proposed in [4] can no longer be guaranteed to be concave. In this paper, we propose a concave relaxation for the directed graph model, and thus extend the PATH following algorithm to cover such a type of graphs. A brief review of the PATH following algorithm is given in Section 2. The proposed method is described in detail in Section 3, followed by some experimental demonstrations given in Section 4. Section 5 finally concludes the paper.
A BRIEF REVIEW OF PATH FOLLOWING ALGORITHM
The PATH following algorithm adopts the Frobenius matrix norm as the cost, and the graph-matching problem is formulated as follows:
where vecðP Þ is the columnwise vector representation of P , and
is a symmetric positive definite matrix, except for the case of graph isomorphism, which makes Q positive semidefinite. Actually, in the algorithm it is unnecessary to utilize the large-size matrix Q in an explicit way. By relaxing the domain of the problem from P to D, a convex relaxation of the original objective function is given by
Once the global minimum of (5) has been found, which is generally a doubly stochastic matrix, a permutation matrix can be gotten by (2) to solve the matching problem. Such a graph-matching algorithm is referred to as QCV (convex optimization). Meanwhile, a concave relaxation is figured out on undirected graphs without self-loops as
1 with R and L denoting the degree and Laplacian matrices of the graph, respectively. The concave relaxation holds the same minima as the original matching problem, i.e.,
Finally, a series of objective functions is constructed as follows to form the PATH following algorithm:
where 2 ½0; 1. The algorithm starts by setting ¼ 0, which makes the objective functions degenerate to the convex relaxation. By gradually increasing , the objective becomes generally neither concave nor convex, and the PATH algorithm is to find a local minimum of F þd initialized from the local minimum found by minimizing F , by the Frank-Wolfe algorithm. As becomes large enough (may not be necessary to be one) to make F a concave function, minimization of F will finally push P to a permutation matrix.
It was shown in [4] that, for the matching problems between two undirected graphs, the PATH following algorithm exhibited a state-of-the-art performance on matching accuracy. It is also noted that though the global minimium of the concave relaxation is the same as the original matching problem, the final result obtained by the PATH following algorithm can be far away from the ground truth solution, due to the large number of local minimums (up to N!) and its local search nature. On the other hand, though (6) is still a relaxation for directed graphs without self-loops, it can no longer be guaranteed to be concave. Below, we will propose a concave relaxation for directed graphs without self-loops, and thus extend the path following algorithm to cover such a type of graph model.
PROPOSED METHOD

A Concave Relaxation for Directed Graphs without Self-Loops
For directed graphs without self-loops, F ucav ðP Þ given by (6) still remains a relaxation of the original objective function (3) since the difference between them is a constant with respect to P 2 P [4] . However, (6) cannot guarantee to be a concave function because the term ðL [10] . Here, we propose a concave relaxation for directed graphs without self-loops as follows:
where ¼ c À & with c being a small positive constant, and &, typically a negative number, the smallest eigenvalue of the symmetric matrix
To justify the validity of the concave relaxation, it is necessary to check, first, its concavity and, second, whether F dcav ðP Þ satisfies (7) . The fact that all of the eigenvalues of the real symmetric matrix È are positive implies that È is a positive definite matrix, which guarantees that (9) is a concave function. Then, we justify the second point as follows:
thanks to the fact that
Therefore, F dcav ðP Þ is a concave relaxation of the original matching problem. Finally, based on the concave relaxation given by (9) and the convex relaxation given by (5), a series of objective functions for the matching problem on directed graphs without self-loops is given as follows:
In practice, to prevent the concave term from increasing too quickly as increases, we may choose a normalized concave relaxation to construct the objective function as
because in F dcav ðP Þ may be quite large, especially for large-size graph models. A simple illustration of the changes of F ðP Þ with respect to and P is shown by Fig. 1 , which witnesses how the objective function changes smoothly from a convex function to a concave one as increases from 0 to 1.
Though the concave relaxation is proposed for the directed graphs without self-loops, it can be extended to the graphs with self-loops by adding just a linear term. Specifically, a symmetric score matrix C 2 IR NÂN is first constructed as follows:
Then, the matching cost between the edges belonging to self-loops can be figured out as
1. The index i and j should be exchanged in [4] . Thus, similarly to the labeled graph-matching problem discussed in [4] , the objective functions for the directed graphs with selfloops can be constructed as follows:
Consequently, with the two concave relaxations given by (6) and (9), we can actually tackle the matching problems between any types of graph models as long as they can be represented by a real adjacency matrix.
Estimation of
The parameter ¼ c À & in (9) needs to be specified. It is usually computationally heavy to figure out the smallest eigenvalue (&) of the large-size (N 2 Â N 2 ) matrix L. Fortunately, to make (9) a concave relaxation, it is unnecessary to get the exact value of &, but we just need to estimate one of its lower bounds. A lower bound of the smallest eigenvalue min of a real symmetric matrix M whose entries are within the interval ½a; b is given as follows [11] :
where n denotes the size of matrix M and a; b the smallest and largest element of M. It is still computationally demanding (OðN 4 Þ) to find the smallest and largest element of the matrix L. To alleviate the computational load, we further relax the value interval ½a; b to be a looser one as follows:
where the operators min element offÁg and max element offÁg denote finding the minimal and maximal element of the matrix, respectively. Then, to calculate a and b, we just need to find the smallest and largest element of L M and L D . Specifically, denoting the smallest and largest elements of L M and L D as M ; M and D ; D respectively, where and should be negative and positive, respectively, as the weights of the graph edge are usually set as real positive numbers (if not (19) should be modified accordingly), a and b are given by
Though any lower bound of & can certainly give a concave relaxation by (9) , it is still interesting to analyze how the lower bound will affect the performance of the algorithm. Intuitively, a tighter bound might be preferred since a too large makes L relatively trivial in the function. An extreme case is as ! 1, which makes the concave relaxation F dcav = ! vecðP Þ T vecðP Þ. Actually, based on the lower bound provided by (17), we can get a tighter bound for & by constructing a series of positive definite matrices. Specifically, by partitioning the positive definite matrix
where ¼ c À & with & given by (17), the lower bound of the smallest eigenvalue of È n is given by [12] 
where l nÀ1 denotes the lower bound of È nÀ1 . It is not difficult to check that all of È nÀ1 Á Á Á È 1 are symmetric positive definite matrices thanks to the rather general lower bound given by (17).
Thus, we can iteratively find l n starting from l 1 . Based on l n , we can get a tighter lower bound of & by & ! l n À . The process involves iterating N 2 À 1 times of (20), which involves, on average, a OððN 2 þ 1Þ=2Þ complexity. Thus, the total computational complexity is OðN 4 Þ, and meanwhile, it in general requires a large storage (OðN 4 Þ). Moreover, as will be shown by the experimental results later, the tighter bound just outperforms the loose one very slightly (< 1 percent on average). Thus, in practice we may still prefer to use (17) as the estimation to avoid a heavy computational load, especially on large-size problems.
Implementation Algorithm
For each fixed , the objective function given by (8) is a constrained quadratic program which is generally neither convex nor concave. Just following the path following algorithm, we utilize the FrankWolfe algorithm to solve it. Specifically, to minimize F ðP Þ based on the currently estimated P Ã , the Frank-Wolfe algorithm is comprised of the following four steps:
.
Step 1: Initialize P 0 ¼ P Ã and let t ¼ 0. .
Step 2: Find an extreme point X t (a permutation matrix) of D by solving the linear program minhrF ðP t Þ; X t i; s:t:
where rF ðP Þ is given by
Step 3: Find a step size 2 ½0; 1 to minimize F ðP t þ ðX t À P t ÞÞ, and update P tþ1 ¼ P t þ ðX t À P t Þ. .
S t e p 4 : I f hrF ðP tþ1 Þ; P tþ1 À X t i < "jF ðP tþ1 Þ þ hrF ðP tþ1 Þ; X t À P tþ1 ij, where " is a small positive constant, return P tþ1 . Otherwise, let t ¼ t þ 1 and go back to step 2. In the algorithm, the linear program in step 2 can be solved by the Hungarian algorithm with a complexity OðN 3 Þ, and the line search can be implemented by for instance the backtracking algorithm [13] .
Then, the graph-matching algorithm is summarized by Algorithm 3.1.
We adopt the schema used by the path following algorithm [4] to determine , that is, to double or divide by 2 to keep the difference of the objective functions between two successive iterations just below a predefined small const. In the algorithm, once P has become a permutation matrix, which implies that the current objective function becomes actually a concave one, the algorithm is terminated, even if has not reached 1.
Storage complexity of the algorithm is OðN 2 Þ and the computational complexity of the algorithm is roughly OðN 3 Þ since the complexities of the Hungarian algorithm and matrix multiplication involved in the algorithm are both OðN 3 Þ.
EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATIONS
Four algorithms, Umeyama's spectral algorithm (U for short) [14] , graduated assignment [8] (GA for short), QCV algorithm in (5), and the extended PATH following algorithm (EPATH for short) are experimentally compared to evaluate their performances on both accuracy and complexity. For the GA algorithm, the measure of compatibility between the edges of the two graphs is given as
& and the parameters are set the same as those in [8] . For the EPATH algorithm, " is set as 0.001 and the initialization of all of the algorithms except for U is P 0 ¼ 1 NÂN =N. All of the algorithms were implemented by Matlab 2009b, with a MEX function to implement the Hungarian algorithm.
On Synthetic Data
Two types of graph models are synthetically generated for the comparison, the uniform graphs and scale free graphs. A uniform graph model is generated as follows: Given a sparsity s, for each off-diagonal entry generate a random number r which is uniformly distributed within ½0; 1; if r > s, randomly generate its weight A ij ¼ w 2 ½0; 1, or otherwise A ij ¼ 0. The scale free graph whose degree distribution follows a power law pðkÞ / k À is generated in the same manner as that used in [4] , with appropriate modifications specific for directed graph models. Each edge of the scale free graph is assigned a unit weight, that is, its adjacency matrix consists of only 0 and 1.
The first experiment is to compare the four algorithms on the two types of graphs, and for each type, 100 8-node graph pairs are randomly generated. For the uniform graph, the sparsity is set as 0.5, meaning that about half of the off-diagonal entries of the adjacency matrix are zero, and for the scale free graphs, the parameter is set as 2.5. Also, in the experiment we empirically test three types of in the concave relaxation F dcav , i.e., the one gotten by (17) (EPATH1), by (20) (EAPTH2), and the ground true smallest eigenvalue (EPATH3).
The experimental results are listed in Table 1 , where OPT denotes the globally minimal matching error found by an exhaustive search. From the experimental results, we can observe two points. First, the EPATH algorithm with any one of the three estimations of significantly outperforms the other three algorithms on matching accuracy. Second, although EPATH3 (with the exact smallest eigenvalue) outperforms EPATH2 (with a tight lower bound), and EPATH2 outperforms EPATH3 (with a loose lower bound), the three types of EPATH algorithms exhibit comparable performance as the best one (EPATH3) outperforms the worst one (EPATH1) by less than 1 percent. Considering the computational complexity, we adopt EPATH1 in the subsequent experiments. It is also interesting to observe that the EPATH algorithm and QCV got a better result on scale free graphs than on uniform graphs. For instance, on scale free graphs, the average matching error of EPATH1 has a smaller deviation ðð9:38 À 8:71Þ=8:71 ¼ 7:69%Þ from the minimal error than the one (15.62 percent) on uniform graphs. But, this point is not obvious for U or GA.
We proceed to compare the four algorithms by graph pairs with the second one generated based on the first one by adding some noises. Specifically, for uniform graphs, given a noise level 2 ½0; 1 and a randomly generated adjacency matrix A D , A M is generated by the following steps:
A D , and for each ðA M Þ ij ; i 6 ¼ j, generate two uniformly distributed random numbers r 1 and r 2 2 ½0; 1.
Generate a random permutation matrix P , and set
For the scale free graphs, the noise is added by randomly adding N D edges into G D to get G M , where we denote by N D the number of edges of G D .
In the experiment, the noise level increases gradually from 0 to 1 by a step size 0.1. At each noise level, 100 graph pairs with size N ¼ 8 are randomly generated according to the above process. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 2 , from which we can summarize some points as follows:
All four algorithms succeeded in getting the optimal matching in the case of graph isomorphism, i.e., null noise. In such a case, the global minimum of the convex relaxation of QCV and EPATH is exactly the solution of the matching problem. .
The performance of U becomes significantly worse if one of the two graphs to be matched is a little deviated from isomorphic, a 0.1 noise level for instance. This implies that the eigenvalue distance adopted by U is inconsistent with the elementwise distance between the adjacency matrices. .
As the noise level becomes heavier, the performance of GA declines in a quicker way than the QCV and EPATH algorithms. . EPATH significantly outperforms the other three algorithms when the two graphs to be matched are not isomorphic, especially on a high noise level. The third experiment is to evaluate the scalability of the four algorithms on both accuracy and complexity. The size of the graphs is increased from 5 to 100 by a step size 5, and on each size 50 graph pairs are generated in the same way as the second experiment with a fixed noise level 0.3 and a sparsity 0.2. The experimental results on accuracy and time cost are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. It is once again observed that on all scales the performance of EPATH is significantly better than the other three algorithms in terms of matching accuracy. On the scale free graphs, the QCV algorithm also exhibits a promising performance.
The slopes of the log curves shown in Fig. 4 reflect the computational complexity of the algorithms with respective to graph size. The slopes corresponding to U, QCV, GA, and EPATH are roughly 2:33 AE 0:05, 3:07 AE 0:08, 3:77 AE 0:3, and 2:97 AE 0:09, respectively, which implies that GA has the worst scalability to matching large graphs. It is somewhat strange to observe that U has an unexpected low complexity OðN 2:33 Þ. This may be due to the fact that the Hungarian algorithm is implemented by a MEX file, which runs significantly faster than its M file counterpart.
On Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) Data
We then evaluate the algorithms on some asymmetric data of the quadratic assignment problem benchmark data set (QABLib) [15] . Actually, minimization of the objective function in (3) is equivalent to maximization of the following objective function:
while QAP is to minimize (23). We then use the EPATH algorithm to solve the QAP on asymmetric data by introducing A D ¼ ÀA 1 , and A M ¼ A 2 , where A 1 ; A 2 denote the QAP data, with the results listed in Table 2 , It is observed that EPATH outperforms the other three algorithms, except for only one data set. It is also somewhat surprising to notice that on the type b data set, the GA and EPATH algorithms can almost always find the optimal solution. 
CONCLUSIONS
The PATH following algorithm was recently proposed to solve the matching problem on undirected graphs and exhibited excellent performance on matching accuracy. In this paper, we extend the algorithm to cover the directed graph models by proposing a concave relaxation for the directed graphs without self-loops. Some experimental comparisons on synthetic and real data witness the validity the proposed method.
